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Torque Limited Path Following by On-line
Trajectory Time Scaling

Ol¡ Dohl ¡nd Lor¡ Niol¡en

Department of ,A,utomatic Control
Lund In¡titute of Technology

Box 118, 5-221 00 Lund, Sweden

Abstract 
- 

A feedback scheme for path f"llowin! by trajec-
tory time scaling is presented. The scheme i¡ used in execution
of fast trajectories along a geometric path, where the motion
is limited by torque constraints. The time scaling is done by
using a secondary controller that modifies a nomin¿l trajectory
during motion. The nominal, high performance trajectory typ_
ically leads to torques that are at the limits, hence leaving no
control authority to compensate for modeling errors and distur-
bancer. By modifying the time scaling of the nominal trajectory
when the torques saturote, closed loop action ir porsible. A key
i<ìea is that a scalar quantity, the path ecceleration, is modi-
fied, resulting in coordin¿ted adjustment of the individual joint
motions. Two olgorithmo for on-line trajectory rcaling arc ¡rre.
sented. One is based on on-line bounde on path acclleration,
and one is designed to handle nominal minimum time trejec-
torie¡, The functionality of the secondary controller is verified
by simulations and experiments. We believe that the concept of
on-line feedback time ucaling for torque limited path following
is new, and hence that the design and analysis are new contri_
butions.

rpeed than the nominal. The scheme leaves the original robot
and primary controller unchanged, thus keeping the desired ba-
sic dynamic behavior. In Section 4, the primary controller is
written in a form well suited for devising the secondary loop.
The m¿in resulta, algorithms for feedback trajectory scaling io
obtain path following, are designed and analyzed in Section 5.
Sections 6 and 7 present simulations and experimental results,
and the conclusions are given in Section 8.

1. fntroduction

2. Tlajectory Planning

Tlojectory pìrnning is ¡ colculntiorr of¡obot trajcctorics fronr u
given path. Good candidate methods are based on optimiza-
tion, for example minimum time or othe¡ criteria (Bobrow,
Dubowsky, and Gibaon, 1g83, 1g85; Shin end McKay, 1gg5;
Pfeiffer and Johenni, 1986). The qlgorithms use a dynamic
model of the robot together with a deecription of the path
and the input constraint¡. In the case of minimum time the
so obtained nomin¿l trajectories ere of a bang-bang character,
meaning here that at every time instant, at leagt one of the joini
torques are at the limit, and thus they pose the most challenging
problems for trajectory execution. We have therefore restrictecl
ühe presentation to minimum time even though our work on tra-
jectory execution is not limited to ühat case, and this section
gives a8 a background ¡ ¡hort ¡evicw of minimum timc tra_
je-ctory planning (Bobrow, Dubowsky, anrl Gibson, 19g3, lggS;
Shin and McKay, 1985; Pfeifler and Johanni, 19g6).

Robot Dynamics and Torque Conatrainte
The rigid body dynamics of a robot can be w¡itten as

H(c)d+"(c,,i)*d(q)q+s(q)=1 (1)

where g € å" is the vecto¡ of joint variables, z € .R. is the
vecto¡ of input torques, Il(g) is the inertia matrix, u(C,4) i,
the vecto¡ ofcoriolie and centrifugel forces, d(g) is the vi¡cous
f¡iction maü¡ix, lnd 9(q) is úhe vector of graìiiational forces,
¿ll wiih obvious dimengions (Âeade and Slotine, 19g6). .A.rsum"
that the peth is given in parameterized form ¿¡ a vector function
/(r) e .R" .of the scalar path parameter a € R, as S ¿ S ,r,
where /(ss) is the starting point and /(rr) L the ãnd point
of the.path. Moving the ¡obot along the prih giu". C =i(s),
{ = f'(c).i, and s - /"(r).it + /'(r).i. Using rhi facr thar the
elements of the coriolis and centrifugal vector o(q, f) are of thc
form o¡ : Ð¡,¡o;¡t(q)q¡4*, the dynemic 

"quotiàì ii¡ ".. ro*
be written aã'--'

ør(s)s'1ør(o).i'*øs(s)i{ at(s)=¡ (2)

where

Fast motion along e geometric path is a central problem in
high performance ¡obotics. Typicel applicatione are gluing, arc
welding of ¡mall piecer, and lsse¡ or high pressure w¿ter cut-
ting. A glue etring, for example, has to be applied very preciseìy
to obtain the desi¡ed adhe¡ion effect but also to prevent the
creation of corroeion pocketr. trbrther, ove¡flow ohould be pre-
vented when presring the glued pieces together. In these appl!
cations the robot performance is limiting the production speed,
and thue it is ofgeneral intere¡t to be eble to perform a path as
fast as possible. The path is of course given irom the applica_
tion ¿nd a first etep ie to obtain robot trejectoriea. The t:ajec-
to¡ies are precalculated by interactive progromming, teach_in,
minimum-time or other types of optimization. The so obtained
nominal.trajectories a¡e typically, at least for one joint, at the
torque limit. Therefore, there is no control authority left for
ihese joinis to t¿ke care of disturbances or modeling dir"."pun-
cies. The objective of our work is to execute such-fast trajec_
tories, along a given path, by taking er¡ors into account in a
feedback ¡cheme for on-lini time rcaling,

The work is presented by ffrst reviewing some well known
trajectory planning algorithma in Section 2. Section 3 describe¡
problems thet mey occu¡ in the execution of these trajecto-
riee, and some ea¡lier aitemptr to cope with the¡e problems.
Our work i¡ ba¡ed on s Beconda¡y feedback loop, anã the new
idea is to h¿ve ¿ feedback scheme thet modifies only the time
rcaling propertieg of the nominal trajector¡ resulting in ¿ tr¿-
jectory etill moving on the given path, but perhap8 ,-t a rlo*e"
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ør(a) = n1¡1r¡¡¡'1r¡
¿: (¿) = /r(,f(¡))/"(r) + u(f(s), l'(r))
o.(") = d(.f(,))l'(")
øa(r) = e(/(a))

The torque constraints are in general a region E(q,{) in the
input space where the edmissible torquer satirfy r € .8, but i

typically each component of the torque vector ie upper and ,

lower limited by constents leading to a hyper rectangle os torque ,

constreint region.E. Theee torque conetraintg c¿n be converted
to con¡tr¿int¡ on the path opeed .ó, and on the path acceleration
å, by the following reaaoning. Given e, ,i, and boundr on z,
the edmissible value¡ of i are earily obtained from eq. (2),
Now given only r and bounds on r, the admirsible valuec of
å orc tho¡c where there exi¡t ¿t lea¡t one admi¡¡ible å from eq.
(2). The resulting constreints on ó and J can be iìlustrated by
plotting the boundary cases for i admissible as a function of
e, and one example is seen in Figure 3. Thir givea a region in
the s-3-space containing the ¿dmissible values of i, from now
on refe¡red to a¡ the admissible region, .4. It ie a necessary
condition on a feasible trajcctory that the J(a)-curve is inside
the admissible region .4.

Minirnum time optimization

The rninimum time trajectory planning problem cen now be for-
mulated aa an optimal control problem with input constrainte,
and state constraints. The cont¡olled system is a double i¡rte-
grator with input J, ¿nd the ¡t¿tes are r and J, which is more
tractable than the originol 2n-stateg (q, f). The objective func-
tion is the trave¡sal time

t, tt ¡1u=tat=l**:lI* (4)

0ro¡o

The etates ¿ and ó ¿re constrained by the erlmissible region
.4 and the input ö is constrained by eq. (2). This optimiza-
tion problem c¿n of couse be solved by general methods like
dynamic programming, but there exist more convenient ways
(Bobrow, Dubowsky, and Gibson, 1983, 1985; Shin and McKay,
1985; Pfeiffer and Johonni, L986). These mothode are olso nu-
mericol, but has the edvantage of e aimple interpretation of
the result in an a-å-diagram. The rninimm time optimization
is solved by constructing e number of curves inside the ad-
missible region. Each curye is the ¡esult of integrating either
.i = ö-""(¡,.i) or ö = ii-¡,(¡,i) beckward or forward, i.e. with
decreasing or increasing a, where ö-o" and j-¡. ere computed
from the const¡aints on J. The initial points for the integration
are the starting point (s6,J¡), the stopping poini (s1,j1), and
points at the bound¿ries of the ¿dmissible region. The ¡esult
of the optimization i¡ a graph ó(s) consisting of regments with
either maximum or minimum ¿cceleration. One example of the
optimization can be ¡een in Figure 3.

Nomi¡ral Mi¡rimunr Time Trajcctory
The minimum time trajectory computed by the trajectory plan-
ning algorithm can, as any other trajectory, be represented ei-
ther as a trajectory or as torques r(t). The trajectory is de-
sc¡ibed in path coordinates by s(t), J(f), and.ï(ú), or described
in joint space by C(t), d(ú), and {(t).'Ihe no¡ninel minimum time
trajectory has at every point either maximum or minimum path
acceleration i, which means that at least one joint at the time is

at the torque limiü. F\rrthermore, the trajectory may touch the
boundary of the admisaible region, see Figure 3, For example,
if the trajectory approachee a boundary point with maximum
decele¡ation (Figure 3, t = rf2), the epeed at the starting point
ofthe deceler¿tion is the highest possible apeed that results in a
trejectory ineide the ¿dmiesible region. Since the optimality of
the trajectory is besed on the assumption of ¿ perfect dynamic
model of the robot, this mey not be the case when the tra-
jectory is executed. I! during execution, a situation where the
path speed ie too high occurs, the ¡est of the moúion cannot be
continued without moving away f¡om the path. This indicates
that problems may arise during the execution of the nominal
minimum time trajectory.

(3)

3. Trajectory Execution

Trajectory planning is an off-line procedure resulting in ¿ nomi-
nal trajectory to be used as a ¡efe¡ence trajectory for the robot,s
control system. High performance trajectories are typically at
the torque limit, and more specifically if it is a minimum time
trajectory then one or more joint torques is always at the limit.
This me¿ns that the feedforward part of the controller output
i¡ at the torque limit, hence leaving no ¡Õom for feedbuck ac-
tion to compensote for e.g. model errors ¿nd disturbances. This
may then give riec to large tracking errors, that lead to largc
path deviations. It is therefore custom to be conse¡vative on the
requirementa ¿nd reduce the ee¡umed torque boundr to leave
room for closed-loop control action (Asada and Stotine, 1gg6,
Section 6.6). Anothe¡ ¡nethod in the same spirit is described in
(Shin and McKa¡ 198?), where bounde on perametric model
errors are used for off-line modification of the trajectories. In
(Slotine end Spong, tg85), rn on-line adjustm"tt ,."h"rru i, p.o-
posed based on poi.ntwise optimal control, where the trajectory
is modified on.line by changing the reference tfajectory. The
modified trajectory is executed in the same time as the nominal
trajectory. The path traced by the modilìed reference trajectory
is however different from the nominal path, and path tracking
ia violated. The idea ie thus to do the best possible in nominal
time.

Path Tracking by Tlajcctory Scaling

It is obvious from the optimization problem but also from phys-
ical reasons that if the robot is behind the nominal trajectory
then it is impossible to catch up if the cont¡oller already is aü
the torque limit. -4, constructive way to avoid the problem is
to ¡low down the refe¡ence trajector¡ at least in the applica-
tions mentioned in Section 1 where path tracking is at priority,
ftuther, it i¡ untr¿ctable to be conservative elready in the tra-
jectory planning stage because ofproductivity reasons. We will
in the re¡t of thie paper propose a ¡cheme for on-line modifica-
tion of the time sceling properties of the ¡eference trajectory,
where the goal is to keep following the path at the expense ofan
increase in the path t¡aver¡al time. Ideally, the t¡aversal time
should only increase if needcri ond then u¡ littlc oa poeaiblc.
The propoeed scheme leaves the primary controller unchanged,
only the reference trajectory is changed. This keeps the dy-
namic propertiee of the closed loop system, e.g. ¡obustness is
preserved. The modification of only a scala¡ variable, the timc
scaling s, will give a consistent vicw, and it will give valuable
insight into the design and analysis of the secondary loop.
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4. Path Parametrization of the Controller
The primary controller, designed for good performance, dietur-
bance rejection etc., ie kept unchanged in our scheme for tra-
jectory scaling, The primary cont¡oller is however parametrized
in the path parameter a, a parametrization of the same type
as the parametrization of the ¡obot model used in trajectory
planning, equation (2). Such a perametrization of the controller
seems not to h¿ve been reported before, ond it ie used in our
concept for trajectory scaling es the b¿sis for connecting mea-
surement¡ to the path parameter s, We will here use the con-
troller parametriz¿tion

r=¿1ä*bz (5)

where ö1 and ö2 depend on measured quantitiea. Compare with
equetion (2), that is used to compute off-line bounds on ö.
We will use eq. (5) to compute on-line bounde on the path
acceleration å, which in tu¡n will be used for trajectory rcaling.

To exemplify the controller parametrization, two common
controlleu, feedforw¡¡d and computed torque (Arada and Slo-
tine, 1986), are w¡itten in the fo¡m (5). À feedforward controller
with poeition snd velocity feedback io given by

1 = H(c,)ö, * û(c,, d") + j(c,)d, + ri(q") + Kee * K,è(6)

where .trfp and Ko ¿re feedback matrices. The reference trajec-
tory ie denoted g,, and th^e the tracking erro¡ e ig defined as
e = Q, - g. The veriableø H, ít, â, and f represent an avail¿ble
model of the robot. Executing the trajectory elong the path
/(s) means that q"(¿) = /(r(f)). Taking derivetives and insert-
ing into equetion (6) gives

ö1(s) =Ê(t(r))t,(r)
bz(a,ò,q,q) =(^È(t(s))t"(¡) + ô(t(s), f'(¿))j, (?)

+ (J(t(r))t'(3)); + 3(f(,)) * K,e* K,è

A computed torque controller is given by

1= it(q)(d" * Kpe* K,è)+ît(q,fi+ á(c)¿ + o(q) (8)

resulting in

åt (r, c) =¡f(c)f'(r)
åz(s,J,s,{) =Ê(c)(.f"(r)j' r Kre* K"¿)+û,(q,q) (9)

+'i(c)d + t(c)

On-line Constraints
'We can compute on-line con¡traints on .i and J, in analogy
with the off-line const¡aints in Section 2. The online admissible
v¿lues ofJ are the v¿lues that result in on-line admissible r, i,e.
r e E, l,he set of admissible torques, when r is now computed
from equation (5). The on-line admissible vaìues of .ô ¿re then
given as the values of i that ¡esults in on-line admissible J.
The on-line meximum snd minimum values of ö are computed
by the same computational procedure ae in the case of off-line
trajectory planning, but now by using equation (b) where ö1

and å2 depends on measured quantitier. Const¿nt bounds on
the input torques are written es

min -ri""S r¡=år;J*ðz¡ (r1"", L1í1n (10)

Each joint i now gives upper and lower bounds on ö, computed
by

(rî"'-br¡)lbr¡, ör¡ ) o

(rî'" -b,;)l\;, ör¡ ( 0

ór år¡=0
(1 1)

d¡:

and

("¡-t' - bz¡)/br¡,

Gf* - bz;)lbt,
-ór år; = 0

ür¿)0
ör¡(0 (12)

The bounds on ä are obtained by maximizing and minimizing
ove¡ the links i

öm¿, = mlnc¡r ämi¿: maxd¡ (13)¡¡
Obeerve thet these on-line bounds are dependent of the mea-
sured quentities q and {.

5. On-line Tbajectory Scaling

The purpose is to modify the time scaling of the reference
trajectory q"(f). From now on, let the nominal trajectory be
denoted by r, so that the nominal reference trajectory is
q"(t) = /(s"(f )). We will in this section present two algorithms
for time scaling of the refe¡ence trajectory l"(t), The sceling
is done by on-line modification of the scalar function a.(új
to a new function c(t). The new ¡eference trajectory is then
q,(t) = l(s(t)). The first algorithm ues bounds on the path
accele¡ation J together with feedback f¡om the nominal path
speed.i,, and the second algoritlim is a modified ve¡sion where
the ¿-i-chart of the nominal trajectory ig utiliied. The primary
controller ia parametrized in the path parameter as in the pre-
vioue section, r = å1(a,i, g, f)å + ö¡(¿, á, C, d). In orde¡ to avoid
computing deriv¿tive¡ of measured quantitier, the modification
of a(f) is done by modifying the path acceleration å. The scal-
ing algorithm ir a recondery control loop out¡ide the ordinery
controller, whe¡e the output of the recondary controller is the
scaled trajectory, reprerented by r, å, and å,

Execution of the Nominal Trajectory
The following identities will be useful

i*rr,l=;,(a).i(s) (14)

å*"(') = u(') (i5)

These fo¡mulas a¡e of course ¿l¡o t¡ue if e. ie subrtitutecl for
¡. The nominal trajectory, given by r"(t), ri.(t), and.ï.(f), can
equivalently be represented by a velocity profile á, = ,i^(s^).
The nominal path acceleration is obtained by combining eqs.
(1a) end (15)

å" = J.(3.) = ¿i,.(s");"(s") (16)

The nominal trajectory can thus be obtained as the solution to
the differential equotion i. = ¿i(s")j"(s"). .4. simple trajectory
execution method is now to integrate the diffe¡ential equation
(16) on line, and to use the result to obtain g,. I¡ order
to compensate for errors, e.g. roundoff in the integration of
ö, we introduce feedb¿ck from the nomin¿l path velocity, i.e.
; = .ï"(s) + l¿(i",,i). As a fi¡st try lr proportionsl to .í. - j
was used. However, better performance cên be obtained by the
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trejectory execution method

¡ = r"(a) + |a(;l(a) -;,) (LT)

The ¡e¿son for this method i¡ reve¿led by inserting (15) into
(17)

$trlr,l-;')+a(;l(r)-ó')=o (r8)

B-y interpre-ting ¡ e¡ a t¡amformed time ecale, we ¡ee that
i_z - _J"(cf with ¡ ,,time con¡tont" !, which in t..r.r,. ,.,uurn
that the velociiy proffle i. ie approeclred. Note that using the
¡--time ¡cale make¡ it eary to tune the gain c by inspection in
the a-J diagram for the nominal trajectory. Änother idea i¡ to
leave out the nominal path ecceleration ö,(r), and only use the
velocity proffle ó.. This gives the trajectory execution method

ä = ;.(ii(,) - ¡,) (1e)

which ¡ewritten with ue of eq. (18) gives

i? = =-i-ii(r) (20)
ã;fa

and we see that i2 ie a low-pass ffltered version of Jl(s). The
time rcnstant of the filter, again in the transformed time scale,
is !. The two method¡ (17) end (19) fo¡ trajectory execution
by velocity profile tracking without regard to the torque limitr
can be summarized in the equation

ä = Bö.(s) + |"(;i1"¡ -;,¡ (21)

The perameter B equal to one givea (tZ), and equel to zero gives
(le).

Path tracking with bounded path acceleration: Algo-
rithm 1

The torque limits will now be accounted for. À first algorithm
is eesily obtained by extending the method for velocity profile
trecking, eq. (21), with on-line bounds on ö

1-
a, = Bö^þ)+ ia(.i'"(s) - i') (22)
i = ¡at(¿", ö-¡., J-",)

where a, is a filter veriable, end the ¡atur¿tion function søt is
defined ¿e the limitation of J by the on-line bounds ä-¡* and
.i-o' given by (f3). Ifthe bound¡ are in conflict then ö = ¿" is
used. The feedback aignal a(Jl(s) - i2) ir here used to achieve
the nominal path speed i"(¡). As long as the i-limits are not
active, the gain a har the ¡ame interpretation ¿¡ in the case of
nominal trajectory execution. Thie elgoriihm workr well as long
as i is in the on-line admiseibìe region á. The effect is that the
eaturation function limit¡ the slope of the velocity profile i"(s).
The slope may be too lar6e due to modeling e¡rors, e.g. the
inertia may be underegtimated in eome robot configuration. .4,
block diegram of the oystem with the aecondary control loop
i¡ shown in Figure 1, end an example using olgorithm 1 is
simul¿ted in Section 6 and shov¡n in Figure 2,

Including velocity proflle constraintsi .A,lgorithrn 2

It ie not suficient to comide¡ only the path acceleration con-
st¡¿int when executing minimum time trajectories, Âlso the
con¡trainte on the velocity proffle har to be taken into occount,
Aheady the nominal trajectory mey, at some points elong the
paih, be at the bound¿ry of the nominal admisgible region,.A.,
i.e. the path rpeed i i¡ at the boundary of being admiesible,

bt b¿

qq qq

Figure 1, A bloclc dirgram of the robot with primary and
secondary control loop. The primary controller is parame-
terized in r. Observe that ó1 and b2 depend or measured
quantitic.

see Figure 3. Further, uncertainties in ihe modeling result in an
edmisaible region L that ie diferent from the nominal. Velocity
profile tracking in such a cese may lead to velocitie¿ outside L
further along the path erpeciaìly at the critical switching points.

Âlgorithm 1 is extended with a modification of the nominal
velocity profile in order to h¿ndle this probìem by the following
reasoning. Iffor some ¡eason the initial acceleration is too high,
it will be limiied by the algorithm. However, the'limitation of
the path acceleration may be an indication that the nominal
trojectory is too fast, i.e. at some point along the path, ihe
path epeed may be out¡ide the on-line-admissible region. The
pu¡pose of the modification is to ensure that the path speed
i is on-line ¿dmissible during the rest of the motion, i.e. to
ensure that the on-line bounds on ö continue to be admissible.
'We choose to implement ühis modification as a scaling of the
nominal velocity, i.e. to use 7.i"(s) instead of å^(s) es the
nominal path velocity, where 7 ia o ocoling f¿ctor. Rcc¿ll thot
the ¡el¿tion between path acceleration and the velocity profile
¡5;. = i'"(.r.)J"(s.), eq. (16). Motivaied by this, the nominal
acceleration, ö"(a) ie repleced Uy 7';"(a). This re¡ults in the
algorithm

I

d" = B+ ä^(8) + ';a(1'z å'z^(a) - à'z)

ä = sat(ø"¡ä^¿", j-"") 
(23)

whe¡e the saturation function, the paremeters a end B heve the
eame meaning ae in algorithm 1, equation (21). The completion
of thir algorithm requiree that the scaling factor 7 is rpecified.
This is done by the following update law

'l=L*kæ!

a

à(-aa¡ * 1-7;.(s)/ri), 7J.(s)/.å > 1

à(-oa¡), 7.i"(s)/.i < r
(24)æÍ=

where c¡ is a scal¿r fflter wriable, and È is a scalar constant.
The updote l¿w is intended to adjust the velocity profile during
the acceleration parts of the nominal minimum time trajectory,
i.e. when i is nominally maximum. Suppose that during the
execution of ¿n acceleretion phase, the o¡r-line bounds on ij
are activated, ¿nd thi¡ results in a path speed j that is lower
that the current velocity profile "y.i"(c). The state variable o¡

.|orllt"t-o'?t
P å;(s)

t
ë-bounds

t -\ê+b,
Controller Robot
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of the filter, equation (24), is then decreased, thereby reducing
7, i.e. the nominal velocity profile 7d.(e) approacher the actual
velocity profiIe given by !. Tuing rulee for the parameters lc and
o can be derived from the following approximate analysis. Note
that the differential equation (24) for ó¡ can be interpreted as
a filte¡ in the t¡ansformed time ¡cale a. Suppore that during an
acceler¿tion phase, the on-line bound¡ on ä are activated, and
that thie re¡ult¡ in ¡ = i;". fnserting thi¡ into the updotc lnw
(24) for.¡ givee

where t"i denotes the ¡eference trajectory, and e¡ = &,i - ii
ia the tracking e¡ro¡. The feedback gaina were choaen as fro. =
Ëp, = 81, ko, = þo" = 18. The regult is shown in Figure 2.
The upper left plot ahows the path trecking, which is excellent.
The elope of the velocity proffle has been limited, resulting in
a followable ¡eference trajector¡ as can be seen in the middle
left plot. This has been achieved at a very small delay as can
be ¡ecn from the diffcrenco in ¡ ¡rnd ¡. in tlrc lowcr riglrL ¡rlof,.
Note that one of the torquer, shown in the lower left plot, is at
ihe limit during the velocity transitions.

Algoriihm 2 will now be used to handle a minimum time
trejectory. A minimum time trajectory for the nominal model,
equation (26), waa computcd, end the nominal trajectory an<ì
the corresponding torquea are shown in Figure 3. Executing the
nominel trajectory with ¡ robot model with m1 and mz 5 To
larger than the nominal values, and using the så,me controller
as in the previous example results in large path deviations, see
Figure 4 especially the upper left plot, Since the actual robot
model ie heavier than the robot model used in the trajectory
planning, thia ia expected. Uaing algorithm 2 with B = 1,
a = 20, k = 4, and ¿ = 0,05 results in accu¡ate path foilowing.
The result i¡ ¡hown in Figure 5. The evaluation of the result
i¡ l¡n¡cd on ¡rcl,h following nrrrl torqrro rrl,ilizr¡Lior¡.1.lrc ¡rnl.lr
following ie good, es cen be eeen in the upper left plot. The
torques ere also close to their limits, see the lowe¡ left plot. The
increase in thc path traver¡al time is nri¡ro¡ 8s sccrì i¡ì lhc lowcr
right plot. The nominal and the modified velocity profile are
shown in the mid left plot, and thê tracking errors a¡e shown
in the mid right plot. Note the sensitivity of the path following,
upper left plot in Figure 4 end 5, with respect to the tr¿versal
time. Large path following er¡ors h¿ve been eliminated by a
small increase in t¡aversal time.

h*ary=-' {+"+i
If È i¡ chosen much larger than c, we get in etationarity 7 =
i. I\rrthermore, aæuming ¡mell modiffcations of the ¡lc:¡inal
trajector¡ | nv 1, the p¿rsmeter & repreeente ¿ time constant
of I in the ¿-time rcsle. If the nomin¿l trajectory doe¡ not
re¡ult in t,hc activation on tl¡c å-boundr, wo got å nl i,,(a), ond
(;f +")(7-t¡ : 0, i.e. 7 approacher one with the time cànstent
! in ttre tr¿nsformed time ¡cale. Note that both Ic, giving the
time conctant for the,y-update, &nd ¿, giving the time constant
for resetting 7 to one, c¿n be tuned by using the a-.å diagram
for the nominal trajectory.

6. Simulations

The proposed methods have been simul¿ted for diferent robots,
but the ptesentation will here be re¡t¡icted to a decoupled
two-link robot. The model used ie describing the robot ueed
in the experiments, presented in Section T. The simulations
have been performed uing SMNON (Elmqviet, futrõm , end
Schönthal, 1986). The ¡obot model has been determined by
physical modeling and experimentr, The dynamic equations are

m;ä¡*d¡à:=¡;, i=1,2 (2S)

Assuming c; and z¡ a¡e me¿sured in Voìtr, úhe parameters of
the model are m1 = m¡ = 0.050, i\ = d,2 = 0.0048. The torques
a¡e conetrained by comtant bounds I rt 11 0.2, I zl ll 0.2, and
the path is ñ(¿) = 0.4(1 - coe(e)), lr(r) = 0.8rin(¡).

First, e simple trajectory is executed by algorithm 1. The
nominal trajectory used ie en example of an unfollowable refer-
ence trajectory, e.g. the robot operator/programmer may have
epeciffed ¿ too dem¿nding velocity profile. It is from an appli-
cation point of vicw importont that o control ¡chemc i¡ robust
to ¡uch nomin¿lly unfollowable refe¡ence trajectories.

The nominal trajectory is represented as a velocity proffle
(år, ,o<sssl

¡.={.¡r, a¡(a(r2
[;r-f;('-¿z), ¿z(¡(¿s

where i1 = 2,L, iz = 0.7, ¡r = 3, ¿z = 5, and a¡ = 2r. The
velocity proffle ie piecewise comtent between as end e2, i.e. the
path acceleration is nominally inffnite ¿t the traneition points,
so and ¡1. The trajectory ig executed by algorithm 1 wittt É = 0
and a = 30, The cont¡oller is a computed torque controiler

r; = n;(t,,, * &o¡ê; * ko,e;)¡ d¿ù¿, i=L,2

x2(x1), xr2(xf ) xr1, xr2 (t)

0.5

-o.5

0

dsn, ds (s)

2

taul, tau2 (s)

0.5 0 5

e1, s2 (l)

2E-3

0

0

4 6 0 5 l0

0.2

4.2
6 l0

Figure 2. The reult of using algorithm 1 on ¿ nominally
unfollowable reference trajectory. The path accele¡ation is
linited by ihe algorithm, reeulting in path following with
limited torqueo.

7, Experimental Results

The same minimum time trajectory as in the previous section
has been tried in reality uing a laboratory system controlled
by an IBM-.{T computer, The path and the primary cont¡oller
were the Bame as in the simulotion, and the rampling time
wag 0.017 seconda. The controlle¡ parametere wete kr, = 2)9,
Èp, = 100, È"r = 21, k"z = 14. The nomin¿l trajectory is
shown in Figure 3. Algorithm 2 was uaed, however disc¡eüized.
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x2(x1), xr2(xr1)

0

dsn, ds (s)

x'1, , xrz (t)

0.5

-0.5

0.5 0 t2345
, €2 (l)

a
2F.-3

-28-3Figure 8. An r-i-diagram is ¡how¡ in thc left plot, The
nomin¡l minimum time trajectory (daahed) is rcpreented
ar a vdocity profile i(e), Thc rolid curve i¡ thc boundary
of the ¡dmiEsible region. The righi plot ¡how¡ the nominal
ninimum time totquca ¡e functioru of the pnth pr¡ameter.

Simulations of .the disc¡ete. algorithm led to the parameter
choice a = 5 and B - 1. The experimental results on the real
eystem are ehown in Figure¡ 6-9. The x-axie i¡ ¡caled in seconds.
The sampling time for the dste logging was 0.07 seconds,
Figure 6 shows an a¡tificial experiment where the torque bounds
have been removed. The purpose is to show that the primery
controller is properìy tuned, i.e. the motion along the path ir not
constr¿ined by the performance of the p¡imary controller. 1Me

eee in the upper left plot that this is the case. The peth following
is good, and the tracking errots are small, see the lower left
plot. The torquee required to track the refe¡ence trejectory ere,
due to imperfect modeling, larger than the nominal, compe¡e
the limiting joint 2 in Figure 3 and in Figure 6, the lower
right side plot. In Figure ?, the torques are constrained by the
bounds used in the trejectory planning, | ¡r ll 0.2, I r, l5 O.Z.
The modeling errorg lead to very poor tracking, caueed by the
limited torques. Figure 8 shows the ¡esult of using algorithm

x2(x'l), xr2(xr1) x1 xrl. x12 (r)

Figure 6. Uaing algorithm 2 on thc nomin¡l minimum
time trajectory, ghown in Figure 3, leade to trecking. The
increa¡e in path traversal time is showr in the lower right
diagram.

case here, The nodel used is derived from phyoical modeling and
identification experiments. The model accuracy is good enough
for cont¡oller design, eee Figure 6, but not for minimum time
trajectory planning, see Figure 7. A crude me¿sute of the model
uncertainty could be the increase in traversal time, see Figure
9, where the nominal velocity á. and the actual velocity .å are
shown ag functions of time.

-0.5

_^<

2 4

Figure 6. An a¡tifici¿l experiment where the torque lim-
its have becn ¡cmoved. TIre purporc ia to ¡how tl¡al thc
primary controller ir properly tuned,

0 2
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0.5 012345
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1

1

0
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4.4

€ l, 02 (t)
o.4
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tau l, tau2 (s)

2
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46

012345

01234s

0,5
0.2

4.2
0

Figure 4. An *ample where nominal trajectory execu-
tion is unsuccessful due to ¿B erroneoua model. The ¿ctu¿l
parametera nr and m2 are 5 % larger th¿n the nomin¡l
per4meterB.

2 with /s = 1.5, and ø = 0.1. The evaluation of the reeult i¡
based on peth following and torque utiliz¿tion. The nominal
trojccl,ory ig ¡lowed down, cnd the modificd trejcctory carr be
followed, reeulting in good path following, see the uppcr lcft
plot, The cepability of the ¡obot is utilized ae can be ¡een
from the torquer ofjoint 2 which ero clo¡e to thc bound 0.2.
Note that in the simuletion in Section 6, the model used in the
trajectory planning was deliberately modified by 5 % in order
to demonstr¿te the properties of the algorithm. This is not the
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0.5

-0.5

Figure 7. Execution of the nominal trojectory when the
torques are bounded leads to large path deviationa.

4

8. Conclusions

High performance path tracking ia an important problem in
robotics. A major problem is that minimum time trajectories
or othe¡ high speed trajectories nominally reaches the torque
limits, and hence that there is no control authority left to
cope with uncertainties. It is reasonable to modify the speed
of the trajectory if probìems occur, but therc has bccn ¿ lock
of concepts on how to do it.

The cont¡ibution of this paper is to propose a feedback
scheme for trajectory time scaling. The concept leaves the pr!
mary controller unchanged, i.e. ¿ well tuned control behavior i¡
kept. The prime¡y controller is parametrized in the scalar path
coordinate s. Ä secondary loop is devised based on the same
scalar path coordinate, thur providing a consistent concept for
high performance trêjectory execr¡tion. A besic algorithm uses

limitations of the path-acceler¿tion i besed on cont¡olle¡ satu-
¡etion. An impioved algorithm is based on more expiicit knowl-
edge about the nominal, high performance trajectory. Specifr-
call¡ the interpretation of ¡-i-chartg inspire control structures
and fflters in the variable ¡ for the aecondary loop. We believe
that the concept of on-line feedback time scaling for torque
limited path following is new, and hence that the design and
analysis are new contributions,
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